Twenty first century and globalization has created the need for evolution of newer centers of learning and higher education in the country. The establishment of Uka Tarsadia University in 2011 by the Bardoli Prades Kelavani Mandal with the help of generous donation from B U Patel, USA is an effort towards meeting the growing demand for quality education. The University offers admissions in a comprehensive array of academic programs across the disciplines of Management, Computer Science, Engineering and Technology, Bio Technology, Micro Biology, Science, Pharmacy, Commerce, Nursing, Physiotherapy, Architecture, Physical Education and others that lead students to self-enrichment and productive careers in their respective professions, government, business and industry.

SRIMCA is currently offering post graduate professional programs in Computer Applications (MCA, 5 years Integrated MCA) and Business Management (MBA) approved by AICTE. MCA is the foundation stone of SRIMCA laid down in year 2002. SRIMCA has excellent infrastructure and experienced dedicated faculty. We are proud that MCA program is the first program in Uka Tarsadia University and also in South Gujarat region to obtain accreditation by National Board of Accreditation (NBA). SRIMCA was conferred with several awards at different stages of academia like Best IT usage award, best research paper award in conferences, best project award at IBM – The Great Mind Challenge. Staff and students have published/presented several research papers at International/National Journals/Conferences/Seminars. Institute occupies excellent placement records in companies like – TCS, Infosys, Wipro, LANET Team, Sahajanand Technologies, Algorithm Tech, Anand Systems Inc., Varee Infotech etc. SRIMCA was rated as BEST MCA PLACEMENT College all over India awarded by Silicon Valley.

The Open Source movement is becoming a key driver of the software industry, with industry players continuing to invest more heavily in open source projects and especially open source web application development framework. Open source web application development framework provide unique opportunities for web developers to gain experience developing different kind of web applications, thereby providing same satisfaction as that developed in proprietary frameworks. The one day seminar on “Open Source Web Application Development Framework - CodeIgniter” is being organized to enlighten on CodeIgniter which is open source framework built in PHP. The seminar deliberations are being structured to cover the following themes:

- Guidance on Career development.
WHO SHOULD ATTEND

- Computer Science college teachers.
- Students studying in Computer Science.

REGISTRATION

- No registration fee.
- Break-fast, working lunch and refreshment will be free of cost.

CERTIFICATE & ACCOLADE

All the registered candidates will be given the participation certificate.

RESOURCE PERSONS

Ms. Himadri Patel, Assistant Professor, SRIMCA
Mr. Nilay Vaidya, Assistant Professor, SRIMCA
Ms. Jaishree Tailor, Assistant Professor, SRIMCA

Committee Members:
Mr. Dharmendra Bhatti, Associate Professor, SRIMCA
Dr. Kalpesh Lad, Assistant Professor, SRIMCA
Ms. Jikitsha Sheth, Assistant Professor, SRIMCA
Mr. Jitendra Upadhyay, Assistant Professor, SRIMCA
Ms. Priti Prajapati, Assistant Professor, SRIMCA
Mr. Savan Raithatha, Assistant Professor, SRIMCA
Mr. Pinkesh Patel, Assistant Professor, SRIMCA
Mr. Hiren Patel, Assistant Professor, SRIMCA
Mr. Vivek Fumakia, Assistant Professor, SRIMCA
Mr. Pratik Nayak, Assistant Professor, SRIMCA

HOW TO REACH MALIBA CAMPUS

SRIMCA is located 7 KM from Bardoli. Different modes of transportation are available from Bardoli to SRIMCA. Further enough frequency of bus service is available from Surat to Bardoli. Bardoli is 32 km in east from Surat.

REGISTRATION

Full Name (in block letters):

Designation: ..........................................................

Institution: ..........................................................

Institution Address: ..............................................

Contact Number: (O) .............................................

(M) ...............................................................

E-mail: ..........................................................

Signature:

Kindly send the completed Registration form through an e-mail to the Event Co-ordinator at kalpesh.lad@utu.ac.in.

One Day Seminar on
Open Source Web Application Development Framework- CodeIgniter
8th January, 2015

COMMUNICATE TO:

Dr. Kalpesh Lad,
kalpesh.lad@utu.ac.in

Shrimad Rajchandra Institute of Management and Computer Application, Maliba Campus, Gopal Vidyaganagar, Bardoli-Mahuva Road, Tarsadi Dist.: Surat – 394350, Gujarat (India)